


Цель проекта:

• Защита дикой природы совместно с 
местным сообществом и молодежью 
вокруг Мерсина (Турция). Забота о 
морских черепахах (Карета-Карета и 
Мудас), которые откладывают яйца на 
пляже Казанлы и подвержены 
опасности. Продвижение 
международных и межкультурных 
ценностей и молодежной инициативы, 
посредством привлечения волонтеров 
из других стран.





Страны - участники

1. Турция
2. Россия
3. Украина
4. Литва
5. Италия
6. Португалия
7. Босния и 

Герцеговина
8. Венгрия
9. Молдавия







Апартаменты





 Workshop



Школа



Детский сад



Уроки турецкого языка:



Черепаший госпиталь



Путешествия



Завод по сортировке отходов





Reduce – Minimize the amount of waste you produce is 
the best way to help the environment.

The Three R's of the Environment

- Buy products that don't have a lot of packaging
- Instead of buying something, see if you can borrow

- Use public transportation

- Turn off lights that you are not using

- Turn off the tap while you brush your teeth

How can we Reduce?



Reuse - Instead of throwing things away, try to find ways 
to use them again

The Three R's of the Environment

- Bring bags from home when you go to the store

- Take your lunch to school using reusable plastic containers

- Donate old clothes, toys, furniture, and other things

- Use all writing paper on both side

- Use silverware and dishes instead of disposable plastic 
utensils and plates

How can we Reuse?



Recycle - Many of the things we use every day, like paper 
bags, soda cans, and milk cartons, are made out of 
materials that can be recycled:

The Three R's of the Environment

- Plastic
- Aluminium

- Glass

- Paper

What to Recycle?





Aluminium

How long does it take for Aluminium to decompose?

Aluminium cans stay 500 years or more in the 
environment



Aluminium

There is no limit to the amount of times 
aluminum cans be recycled



Aluminium

We use over 80,000,000,000 aluminum cans 
every year

80,000,000 X



Plastic

How much energy does it take to recycle 
plastic instead of burning?

Recycling plastic saves twice as much energy 
as burning it in an incinerator.



Plastic

Plastic bags that are thrown into the ocean kill 
over a million sea creatures a year.



Plastic

Plastic bags and garbage that are thrown into 
the ocean have devastating effect on sea 
animals.



Paper

How many trees have to be cut down in order 
to produce the daily newspaper?

2000 X

200.000 trees have to be cut down to produce 
the daily newspapers



Paper

If we recycled all newspapers, we could save 
over 250 million trees each and every year

2 500 X2 500 000 X



Paper

Recycled paper produces approximately 70% 
less air pollution



Glass

How long does it take for glass to decompose?

A modern glass bottle could take over 4000 
years to actually decompose



Glass

Glass is 100% recyclable and can be used again 
and again. 
In the factory, glass is separated into colors 
because glass retains its color even after 
recycling.



What can you do?

Reduce, Reuse 

Recycle: separate aluminum, plastic, paper and 
glass

Join us in protecting the beach



Join us in protecting the beach

Thank you!



Контакты организации
• Coordinator : Mr. M. Seyhan AKDOĞAN
• Address : Cumhuriyet Bulvarı Kazanlı Eski Belediye 

Binası Sağlık Ocağı Üstü
• Kazanlı - Akdeniz/MERSİN
• Tel & Fax : 0090 324 326 33 12
• Web (official) : www.thirdeyemed.org.tr
• Web (other) : www.3rdeyemed.com
• E-mails (official) : thirdeye_med@yahoo.com
• evs@thirdeyemed.org.tr
• E-mails (personal) : seyhanakdogan@gmail.com


